Jace's Road
Bay Colt; Apr 25, 2020

Quality Road, 06 b
Elusive Quality, 93 b

Kobla, 95 b
Silver Deputy, 85 b

Out Post, 06 dk b/
Secret Wildcat, 99 dk b/

By QUALITY ROAD (2006). Stakes winner of $2,232,830, Florida Derby [G1]-ntr, 1 1/8 miles in 1:47.72 (GP, $450,000), etc. Sire of 9 crops of racing age, 896 foals, 639 starters, 59 stakes winners, 4 champions, 465 winners of 1357 races and earning $81,089,921 USA, including Abel Tasman (Champion in U.S., $2,793,385, Longines Kentucky Oaks [G1] (CD, $564,200), etc.), Caledonia Road (Champion in U.S., $1,307,800, Breeders' Cup Juvenile Fillies [G1] (DMR, $1,100,000), etc.), Corniche (Champion in U.S., $1,263,500, Breeders' Cup Juvenile [G1] (DMR, $1,040,000), etc.), Run to the Hills (Horse of the year in Greece, $131,565 USA), Emblem Road (to 4, 2022, $10,208,825 USA, Saudi Cup [G1]), City of Light ($5,662,600, Pegasus World Cup Invitational S. [G1] (GP, $4,000,000), etc.).

1st dam
Out Post, by Silver Deputy. 3 wins at 3 and 4, $203,690, 2nd Jenny Wade H. [L] (PEN, $20,000), Candy Eclair S. (MTH, $12,350). Dam of 7 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners--
Isolated (c. by Candy Ride (ARG)). 2 wins at 3, $92,390.
Jace's Road (c. by Quality Road). See below.
Western Cape (c. by Curlin). Placed in 2 starts at 3, 2022, $15,600.

2nd dam
Secret Wildcat, by Forest Wildcat. Placed at 3, $7,880. Sister to FOREST SECRETS ($604,453, Acorn S. [G1], etc.), half-sister to RUMOR HAS IT ($303,316, Kentucky Cup Turf S. [G3] (KD, $119,040), etc.), Bajan Tryst ($343,140 (USA), 3rd Get Your Bet On at Blue Square Hever Sprint S. [L]). Dam of 10 winners--
BIG WILDCAT (c. by Big Brown). 4 wins, 2 to 4 in BRZ, $60,704 (USA), Presidente Vargas [G3], 2nd Grande Premio Joao Jose e Jose Carlos de Figueiredo [G3], 3rd Presidente da Republica [G1], Gervasio Seabra [G2], Escorial [L].
Out Post (f. by Silver Deputy). Black type placed winner, see above.
Dreamed Day (g. by Silver Deputy). 10 wins, 3 to 7, $152,684.
Papa Bear (g. by Distorted Humor). 3 wins at 4 and 5, $144,191(USA).
State Trooper (g. by Silver Deputy). 2 wins at 3, $26,308.
Ocean Queen (BRZ) (f. by Pioneering). 3 wins, 4 to 6, 2022 in BRZ, $9,270 (USA).
Princess Wildcat (BRZ) (f. by Kodiak Kowboy). Winner at 3 and 4 in BRZ, $8,610 (USA).
Mr.mellon (BRZ) (c. by Lemon Drop Kid). Winner at 2 in BRZ, $4,630 (USA).
Ictus Cordis (BRZ) (c. by Pioneering). 3 wins at 3 in BRZ.
Lady Wildcat (BRZ) (f. by Mellon Martini). Winner at 3 in BRZ.
Magic Secret (BRZ) (f. by Adrian). Placed at 2 and 3 in BRZ. Producer.

3rd dam
Garden Secrets, by Time for a Change. Winner at 3, $40,740. Half-sister to SILVERBULLETDAY ($3,093,207, Champion 2-year-old filly in U.S., Champion 3-year-old filly in U.S., Breeders' Cup Juvenile Fillies [G1], etc.). Dam of 3 winners--
Bajan Tryst (c. by Speightstown). 13 wins, 3 to 10 in ENG, FR and IRE, $343,140 (USA), 3rd Get
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Your Bet On at Blue Square Hever Sprint S. [L].
Secret Wildcat (f. by Forest Wildcat). See above.
Scorpious (g. by Tale of the Cat). Placed at 5, $11,676.
Cat Dance (f. by Forest Wildcat). Unraced. Dam of--

Be Nimble (f. by The Factor). 3 wins, 3 to 5, $119,467, 3rd TaWee S. (IND, $10,780).
Secret Thyme (f. by Storm Cat). Unraced. Dam of--

=Secret Vega (AUS) (g. by =Lope de Vega (IRE)). 5 wins at 3 and 4 in AUS, $90,323 (USA), 3rd
Watch Racing.com Springtime S. [L].
Cat's Garden (f. by Tale of the Cat). Unplaced. Dam of--

ELDON'S PRINCE (c. by Cairo Prince). 2 wins at 2, $105,275, Proud Man S. (GP, $45,570),
Armed Forces S. (GP, $45,105).
La Suena (f. by Storm Cat). Unplaced. Dam of--

ENSESTONE (f. by Tiznow). 4 wins at 2 and 3, $406,303(USA), Ontario Colleen S. [G3] (WO, $90,000(CAN)),
Bison City S. -R (WO, $135,000(CAN)), Fury S. -R (WO, $75,000(CAN)),
2nd Selene S. [G3] (WO, $30,000(CAN)), Wonder Where S. -R (WO, $45,000(CAN)), etc.
ALTERNATIVE ROUTE (g. by Tiznow). 2 wins at 3, $81,172(USA), Rushaway S. (TP, $43,710).
Total Knockout (f. by Unbridled's Song). Unraced. Dam of--

MAIN EVENT (c. by Bernardini). 3 wins at 3, 2022, $246,333, Kent S. [G3] (DEL, $120,000),
Cutler Bay S. (GP, $60,140), 2nd Palm Beach S. [L] (GP, $24,250).

4th dam
ROKEBY ROSE, by Tom Rolfe. 7 wins at 3 and 4, $250,480, Flower Bowl H.-G2, Susan's Girl H., 2nd
Sheepshead Bay H.-G2, Diana H.-G2, Athenia H.-G3, Shrewsbury H. Half-sister to SPLIT ROCK
($187,426, Chaucer Cup H. [L] (CBY, $30,000), etc.), I MEAN IT ($186,332, Dahlia S. -R (LRL, $21,158), etc.), Dallas Express
($80,056 (USA), 2nd Memorial Day H., etc.). Dam of 8 winners,
including--

SILVERBULLETDAY (f. by Silver Deputy). 15 wins in 23 starts, 2 to 4, $3,093,207, Champion
2-year-old filly in U.S., Champion 3-year-old filly in U.S., Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies [G1],
Kentucky Oaks [G1], Ashland S. [G1], Alabama S. [G1], Gazelle H. [G1], Walmac
International Alcibiades S. [G2], Monmouth Breeders’ Cup Oaks [G2], Black-Eyed Susan S.
[G2], etc.

Tice (g. by A.P. Indy). 5 wins, 4 to 7, $177,405, 2nd Phil D. Shepherd S. (FPX, $11,700). Set tre
at Hollywood Park, 1 1/4 miles in 2:04.22.

Garden Secrets (f. by Time for a Change). See above.
Rokey Rosie (f. by Prized). Unplaced in 1 start.

RACE RECORD for Jace's Road: At 2, 2022, one win in 1 start. Earned $36,000.